
CS151 Introduction to Data Structures 

Lab 3 

How long did that take .. and others? 

UNIX 
Three topics for today: copying files, timing, and recording output. (Recording 
is at the end of the lab.) 

Copying files  (mostly review): the UNIX comment to copy files is cp.  For 
instance 

 cp x y 

would make a copy of the file named x under the name y (assuming x exists in 
the current directory). 

 cp DIR1/x DIR2/y 

makes a copy of the file named x that is in the the directory DIR1 and puts that 
copy into a file named y in the directory DIR2.  (Assuming x, DIR1 and DIR2 
exist.) 

 cp DIR1/*.java DIR2/ 

will make a copy of every file that end with .java in DIR1 and put those copies 
into DIR2 (assuming DIR1 and DIR2 exist.) The * is a UNIX wildcard, it allow you 
to say something like “all” or in this case all that ends in .java.  Further 
specialization is possible — for instance A*.java would copy copy on those files 
that start with A and end in .java 

If you want to copy everything in a directory you can use 

 cp DIR1/* DIR2/ 

Directories in UNIX:

Everywhere above where you see either DIR1 or DIR2, you can put in a lot more 
that just one word. Your “home directory” has a name like “/home/
YOURUNIXLOGIN”   e.g. /home/gtowell.  Lets suppose you followed the 
directions from the homeworks and used a command like 

cp /home/gtowell/Public/151/A02/ReadCSV.java ReadCSV.java 
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then DIR1 would be  /home/gtowell/Public/151/A02 and DIR2 is the current 
directory (because DIR2 is blank).   If you were in your home directory and 
wanted to put stuff into your cs151/Assignment2 directory, then you could 
enter 

cp /home/gtowell/Public/151/A02/ReadCSV.java cs151/Assignment2/
ReadCSV.java 

  

(Note that scp is a generalization of cp which allows you to copy from one 
machine to another so all of the above applies to scp as well) 

More about ls 
ls has a short and long form.  For instance 

ls DIR1  

just shows the name of the files in DIR1.  For example: 

geoffreytowell@Geoff2020Mac 151 % ls  
GetExam/          Placement.pages*  Site/             grades.csv 
Grading/          Placement.pdf     Tests/            grades.numbers* 
Lectures/         Private/          Waitlist.numbers* tmp/ 

ls -l DIR1  

shows the names of the files and their size (in bytes) along with some 
other info.  (Generally bytes == number of characters.)   For example: 

geoffreytowell@Geoff2020Mac 151 % ls -l 
total 2600 
drwxr-xr-x  12 geoffreytowell  staff     384 Jun 21 11:09 GetExam/ 
drwxr-xr-x   7 geoffreytowell  staff     224 Sep 12 17:58 Grading/ 
drwxr-xr-x  19 geoffreytowell  staff     608 Sep 12 15:12 Lectures/ 
-rwxr-xr-x@  1 geoffreytowell  staff  507227 Aug 27 15:01 Placement.pages* 

-rw-r--r--@  1 geoffreytowell  staff  104596 Aug 27 15:01 Placement.pdf 
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How long did that take: 
Accurately timing things on computers is hard because many factors get in the 
way. In class we have discussed abstractions for timing to ease this problem.  
Still sometimes the actual time is important (if only to confirm your abstract 
analysis), Consider the following code for collecting the time required for the 
doWork() method to complete.  

public class Timer { 
    public static void main(String[] args) { 
        long startTime = System.nanoTime(); // yes, timing in 
nanoseconds 
        new Timer().doWork(1000); 
        long endTime = System.nanoTime(); 
        // now covert nanoseconds to seconds 
        System.out.println("Time: " + (endTime-startTime)/
1000000000.0);  
    } 
    public void doWork(int amt) { 
        double res=0.0; 
        for (int i=0; i<amt; i++) { 
            for (int j=0; j<amt; j++) { 
                for (int k=0; k<amt; k++) { 
                    res += Math.sqrt(1.0*i*j*k); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
        System.out.println(res); 
    } 
} 

Enter this into VSC and try it. On my computer it takes about 4 seconds.  How fast is 
it on yours?  (if it takes more than 10 seconds, change 1000 to 500 and make the same 
adjustment below. This code allows you fairly fine grained control over what you are 
timing. Note that the time also includes the time required to create an instance of 
Timer. Revise the code to eliminate that issue. 

Experiment a little.  How does the time taken by this program change is you change 
1000 to 2000 or 500?  Divide the times before and after your change.  With some 
vigorous rounding you should get a factor of 8 change when you double (or halve) the 
value passed to doWork.  
Why? 

Another way of timing is to time the entire program run using UNIX utilities. To do so 
in a terminal 
 UNIX> javac Timer.java 
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 UNIX> time java Timer 
On my machine the time reported by UNIX is about 0.1 seconds more than the internal 
time.  Why? 

Finally, notice that in the provided code, the time includes the time required to 
create an instance of the Timer class. Revise the code so that the time does not 
include the creation of an instance of Timer? 

UNIX capturing the output of programs into files  
It is common to create a file to hold the output of your program.  You can do this in UNIX 
using something called IO redirection. The simplest form of IO redirection is to cause what 
would have appeared on the screen to instead be written to a file.  For instance, using the 
Timer code you just worked with (first change the value passed to doWork to 500) 

 UNIX> javac Timer.java 
 UNIX> java Timer > timerout.txt 
 UNIX> cat timerout.txt 

The first line compiles Timer; the second line runs it, capturing the output into the file 
timerout.txt.  The final line just prints that file to the screen.  All of the work is done by the 
“>” which the operating system interprets as “take everything that is being written to 
standard output (in  Java System.out) and put it in the file timerout.txt.  The name of the file 
is completely your choice it could be “a” or “thisistheoutfilefromtimer”.  Similarly the 
extension “.txt” is your choice, UNIX does not care. 

To the timer program, add the following line just blow the existing println of the the value of 
the variable res. 

System.err.println(“This is writing to the error stream”); 

Now do the second UNIX command again.  The println you just added still shows on your 
screen.  This is because the UNIX “>” writes from standard output (i.e. System.out in Java) to 
a file.  It handles standard error (System.err in Java) separately.  To capture standard error to 
a file use “2>”.  For example 

 UNIX> java Timer > timerout.txt 2> timererr.txt  

You can use one, either or both of “>” and “2>”. 

Note that each time you use “>” it creates a new file, replacing the file that was there.  
Sometimes you want to add a new run a file rather than replacing. To do so, use “>>”. for 
example: 

 UNIX> java Timer > timerout.txt 
 UNIX> java Timer >> timerout.txt 

The result of this is to have two runs the Timer program with output in the same file. 

Finally, sometimes you do not care about the output, you just do not want it on the screen or 
even in a file (which you would then have to delete). In this case rather do the following: 
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 UNIX> java Timer > /dev/null 

/dev/null is effectively a trash can; so this command say to take the output and throw it 
away without every showing it to me. 

A problem with this approach is that it captures all output of the program to a file.  Hence, a 
program with user interaction problematic because all instructions to the use go to a file 
rather than to the screen.  So it you want to capture to a file, AND get the user interaction 
you can use the unix script command. 

UNIX> script aa.txt 
UNIX> java Timer 
UNIX> exit 

This will capture everything that went to the screen between “script …” and “exit” in the file 
aa.txt.   On future assignments I may ask for sample output from your program.   Any of the 
techniques shown here will work.   For instance, it you use the script approach (shown last) to 
collect the output of the timer program, how big (in bytes) is that file. 

What to Hand In: 
Send email to gtowell206@cs.brynmawr.edu with the following: 

A table of the time required for each of the runs in the “how long did that take” section. 
Also, describe the machine you ran the code on.  For instance, for me this is: 

2020 powermac with 2.3 GHz 8-Core Intel Core i9 
500 0.56 
1000 4.32 
2000 36.65 

If you did the lab on a CS department machine, just say CS lab for the machine description 

After this table, answer the two questions in the text:  why do the times in this table differ 
by a factor of 8.  (If you do not have a good answer make one up. )  Also, how big in bytes was 
the script file created from the timer program? 
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